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Content of Presentation

What does Test Tailoring Really Mean?
(application and advice from UK Def Stan
00-35)

Examples of Problems Arising from the
Use of Test Tailoring.

What is the Real Challenge?
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Tailoring as a Process

The term “tailoring” is often used to mean the process by
which test severities are adapted to improve the simulation of
specific environmental conditions.

BUT

The tailoring process has broader application. Tailoring also
covers the optimisation of the environmental engineering task,
to meet the specific needs of a particular materiel development
programme.

– Tailoring the Test and Compliance Programme

– Tailoring the Environmental Test and Assessment
Requirements

– The Use of Tailored Test Methods and Severities
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Tailoring the Sequential Test Programme

Sequential testing is used to replicate the cumulative ageing and
degradation that equipment would experience during its Service
life.

There is always some risk that sequential testing will result in over-
testing as a consequence of the cumulative effects of the marginal
over-testing that arises from each test within the sequence.

Sequential testing should not induce any excessive environmental
stresses that could cause unrepresentative degradation, it should
include environmental stresses that exercise long term damage
mechanisms.
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Tailoring the Test and Assessment Specification

The aim is to generate a representative Environmental Test and
Assessment Specification.

The tailoring process involves making decisions on which
environmental tests can be merged or eliminated.

It also includes decisions on the balance between testing and
assessment for demonstrating compliance.

A criteria for merging environmental tests is that they collectively
exercise the same potential failure modes of the equipment when it
is in the same operational state.

A reason for eliminating tests is that the equipment exhibits no
failure modes associated with that environmental condition.

(A reasonable ETSI standard exists on this)
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Tailoring the Test and Assessment Specification

Critically Tailoring the environmental test and assessment
Specification REQUIRES knowledge of the likely failure modes of
the equipment.

Approach may not be suitable to safety tests or were significant
levels of confidence are required.

 Specifically those tests are undertaken to demonstrate that an item
is not sensitive to an environment condition.

In some instances environmental design aid tests may be needed to
generate evidence for the elimination of some conditions and the
combination of others.
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The Use of Tailored Test Methods and Severities
Tailored environmental test methods and severities are adopted to
permit a more accurate simulation of the anticipated Service
environments.

Such tailoring reduces the probability that the test specimen will
incur unrepresentative failures.

Tailored test methods are generally no more expensive to conduct
than minimum integrity test methods.

Usually require more sophisticated test equipment which may limit
the choice of available test facilities.

 Tailored test methods and severities are usually essential for
equipment whose performance, cost, reliability, mass or
configuration could be adversely affected by the anticipated in-
Service environmental conditions.
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The Use of Generalised Test Methods

The alternative, sometimes known as generalised (or minimum
integrity or fallback) test methods and severities, are still frequently
required, acceptable and or preferred.

These alternative test methods are generally relatively
unsophisticated tests that can be adopted when a precise simulation
is not necessary.

Generalised test methods are frequently essential if repeatability is an
important consideration.

Generalised test methods are usually more firmly specified and
consequently more amenable to been called in contracts.

Generalised methods and severities usually adopted by COTS, MOTS
and OEM suppliers.
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The increasing complexity and availability of advanced laboratory
test equipment provides the test specifier with a choice of tailored
and minimum integrity test methods for accommodating a
particular environment.

To encompass all levels of materiel sophistication, test methods of
both types, i.e. tailored and generalised, are needed and  probably
essential.

The Use of Tailored Test Methods and Severities
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Early in an equipment development programme, adequate
information may not be available to allow the use of tailored
severities.

The suitability of a design may need to be evaluated using
generalised test severities from national or international standards,
or from applicable data derived from similar earlier programmes.

Generalised test severities can provide a means by which a
procurement authority can ensure the removal of design
weaknesses in subassemblies before they are incorporated into
more sophisticated systems.

It is also relevant when the intended usage or role may be expected
to change during its Service life.

Severities and the  Design Process
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Some Examples
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Example 1

This example compares testing undertaken on the procurement chain for
munitions originated within the era of Test Tailoring

The UK purchase of these US, Canadian and Norwegian munitions was for
use on an aircraft for which they already flew.

UK usage differs from that assumed during development of the munitions.
Consequently UK tailored test severities differ from original system
integrator tailored severities.

Major Sub-Assemblies purchased by direct competition (at different
times) and have adopted a range of different test severities.

Munitions have a reasonable COTS and MOTS content tested to suppliers
Specification
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Generalised Procument Chain

Component
COTS

Component
MOTS

Subassembly
Requirement

Component
Specific Purchase

Component
COTS

Subassembly
Requirement

Sub-Supplier Test of Major Sub-Asembly
/ Sub-System

Component
MOTS

Component
Specific Purchase

Subassembly
Requirement

Component
COTS

Component
MOTS

Subassembly
Requirement

Sub-Supplier Test of Major Sub-Assembly
/ Sub-System

Supplier Test  of System

Buyer Test Requirements

UK Requirements
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Example 1

UK AUR vibration test comprises tailored broad random with
superimposed sine tones based upon measured data.

Motor test severity set some 15 years ago for contract purposes
and comprises sine sweep followed by four sine dwells with only
vague relationship to actual conditions

Modification to motor proven against suppliers (15 year old)
specification.

UK left with task of ensuring modification effective against UK
requirement.
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Example 1
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Example 1
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Example 1
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Example 2
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Example 2
Height sensor built entirely from MOTS items repackaged for
specific application

Test severities based upon measured data base required some
reworking of package.

Extensive approval and reliability  proving tests undertaken (no
lean testing!).

A “make to print” second batch identified thermal battery failures.

Investigation revealed system test severity exceeds battery
suppliers quoted specification. Process changes in period had
potentially reduced capability to suppliers quoted specification.
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Example 2
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Example 3

Tailored Military Specification Sets Out Various Severities to
Represent Different Phases of Transportation.

This now frequently results in separate tests for transportation by
road, helicopter and fixed wing aircraft.

 Previously only one or two tests undertaken (fixed and loose
cargo). Hence tailoring proving more costly for supplier.

In reality it is not unknown for both generalised and tailored
severities to be used.
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Example 3
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Example 3
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Example 3

If means of transportation change specific tailored severities can be
restrictive to end user.

In the UK recent changes to tranportation logistics which have lead
to difficulties include;

– Switch from C130K to C130J (blade passing frequency change and
general increase in severity).

– Introduction of C17

– Introduction of Viking vehicle

Other, less problematic, changes have included;

– Use of Antonov 126

– Return to use of Rail
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Example 3
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Mil Std 810E Composite Wheeled Vehicle Test
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Comparison of Test Severities
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Example 3
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The Real Challenge

To be effective the concept of test tailoring has to have a much
broader effect on equipment design and acceptance than simply
generating improved severities.

The main challenge today, as 20 years ago, is the vertical
integration of  tailoring into the design and procurement process.

If anything this problem is greater today as a larger proportion of
components are COTS and MOTS.
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Limitations

Tailoring should not limit future use of the equipment by the end-
user. This may required a considered mix of tailored and general
severities.

 If multi platform use, repeatability of testing, safety  or extended
life are important; excessive tailored testing may be unsuitable.

Tailoring should not be retrospectively adopted as a solution to
poor design.

The aim of test tailoring is not simply an excuse for selling /
purchasing new equipment.
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End of Presentation

so stop talking!
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CEEES conference, 18 Feb 2005
Test & Analysis support towards a vibration survey of railroad structures

Test tailoring in practice:
Railway equipment test specifications
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AgendaAgenda

•• Environmental testingEnvironmental testing
•• Application recapApplication recap
•• Current market trendsCurrent market trends

•• LMS Test.Lab EnvironmentalLMS Test.Lab Environmental
•• Product line status updateProduct line status update
•• A complete solutionA complete solution
•• Plenty of opportunitiesPlenty of opportunities

•• Selling the differentiatorsSelling the differentiators
•• Performance envelope – white spacePerformance envelope – white space
•• Competition – and how you can kill itCompetition – and how you can kill it
•• ConclusionConclusion

LMS Test.Lab Environmental
Agenda

Project Scope & goal
Process overview
Introduction to fatigue
Field data collection
Analysis procedure
Project conclusions

Test Tailoring in practice

More info onMore info on
http://www.arema.org/comm/c38/AREMA%20Vibration%20C38%20OCT09.ppthttp://www.arema.org/comm/c38/AREMA%20Vibration%20C38%20OCT09.ppt

Or just type Or just type ““lms alstomlms alstom”” in  in GoogleGoogle and follow the first and follow the first
hithit
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•• Derive vibration basedDerive vibration based
durability qualification specsdurability qualification specs
from measurementsfrom measurements

•• Compare to current standardsCompare to current standards
•• Suggest evolution ofSuggest evolution of

standardsstandards

MIL/CIVIL standardsMIL/CIVIL standards
ShakertableShakertable

Real lifeReal life

RecordingRecording

Analysis andAnalysis and
synthesissynthesis

Project goal
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MRS
FDS

MRS
FDS

MRS
FDS

MRS
FDS

Data acquisitionData acquisition Analysis ofAnalysis of
environments forenvironments for
damage potentialdamage potential

Calculation ofCalculation of
overall damageoverall damage

curvescurves

Test profileTest profile
synthesissynthesis

DefineDefine
missionmission

Test tailoring – the MIL STD way
Test profile synthesis
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Introduction to fatigue

•• Fatigue theory:Fatigue theory:
•• Stress of a cycle Stress of a cycle SSii is compared is compared

to the to the WWööhlerhler curve to find the curve to find the
number of cycles Nnumber of cycles Nii at which at which
the material will fail for thatthe material will fail for that
stress levelstress level

•• The total damage of a cyclicThe total damage of a cyclic
stress signal can then bestress signal can then be
calculated with Miners rulecalculated with Miners rule
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Test tailoring – the MIL STD way
Fatigue Damage Spectrum
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Miners rule

CalculateCalculate
SDOFSDOF

responseresponse

Measure inputMeasure input Apply fatigue lawsApply fatigue laws

FDS: SpectralFDS: Spectral
“resonance fatigue”“resonance fatigue”

damage potential curvedamage potential curve
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Miners rule:
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Introduction to fatigue
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•• Measured field data input: Measured field data input: nnii &  & SSii

•• Deduction from Deduction from WWöölherlher curve: N curve: Nii

•• Application of Miners rule: Application of Miners rule: DDfieldfield data data

•• Equivalence between field & shaker:Equivalence between field & shaker:
DDfieldfield data data =  = DDshakershaker profile profile

•• Choice of shaker test duration: Choice of shaker test duration: nnkk

•• Through Miners rule: Through Miners rule: SSkk (= shaker (= shaker
level) can be calculatedlevel) can be calculated

•• Time reduction is compensated byTime reduction is compensated by
amplitude amplificationamplitude amplification

•• Test synthesis:Test synthesis:
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Think ahead!
Be prepared for the campaign…

PriorPrior to the measurement campaign: to the measurement campaign:
•• Site visit to assess practical limitations:Site visit to assess practical limitations:

•• Trade off between similar, available measurement sitesTrade off between similar, available measurement sites
•• Suitable location for acquisition system & computer:Suitable location for acquisition system & computer:

–– space & access to railroad bungalow to shield equipment fromspace & access to railroad bungalow to shield equipment from
weather (especially rain & extreme heat)weather (especially rain & extreme heat)

–– access & location for parking car with measurement equipment if aaccess & location for parking car with measurement equipment if a
railroad bungalow is not an optionrailroad bungalow is not an option

•• Electrical power availability (110 V) for power tools & acquisitionElectrical power availability (110 V) for power tools & acquisition
equipmentequipment

•• Information by field people about history, trouble spots,...Information by field people about history, trouble spots,...
•• Information that can be supplied by monitoring equipment of railroadInformation that can be supplied by monitoring equipment of railroad

company (train speed,...)company (train speed,...)

•• Assess required measurement equipment:Assess required measurement equipment:
•• Cable lengths:Cable lengths:

–– Distance between the different measurement pointsDistance between the different measurement points
–– Distance between measurement points & acquisition equipmentDistance between measurement points & acquisition equipment

•• Number of suitable measurement points at site that can be measuredNumber of suitable measurement points at site that can be measured
simultaneouslysimultaneously

•• Assess required instrumentation:Assess required instrumentation:
•• Choose measurement points based on input from collaborating railroadChoose measurement points based on input from collaborating railroad

employees & suitability to attach sensorsemployees & suitability to attach sensors
•• Instrument points with accelerometer for three orthogonal directionsInstrument points with accelerometer for three orthogonal directions
•• Fix cables safely to prevent damageFix cables safely to prevent damage
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Think ahead!
Be prepared for the campaign…

DuringDuring the measurement campaign: the measurement campaign:
•• Preliminary acquisition:Preliminary acquisition:

•• Record time signals of the first trains to get a feel for the vibration levels inRecord time signals of the first trains to get a feel for the vibration levels in
each point & set measurement ranges accordinglyeach point & set measurement ranges accordingly

•• Measurements:Measurements:
•• Start measurement recording when train approaches instrumented pointsStart measurement recording when train approaches instrumented points
•• Record time signals for each pointRecord time signals for each point
•• Interrupt measurement recording after last car has left the instrumentedInterrupt measurement recording after last car has left the instrumented

pointspoints
•• Adjust measurement ranges if needed (when passing trains cause higherAdjust measurement ranges if needed (when passing trains cause higher

vibration levels than the first trains (who were used for setting the ranges) did)vibration levels than the first trains (who were used for setting the ranges) did)
•• Log details (date, time, type of cars, loads,...)Log details (date, time, type of cars, loads,...)
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Think ahead!
Large databases coming your way…

Abbreviation Description
M1R1 Main 1, Rail 1
M1R2 Main 1, Rail 2
M2R1 Main 2, Rail 1
SCAN Hot axle scanner

TIE Tie
JOIN Field joint

BSSW Location on switch machine
RNSW Rail (north side) near switch
RSJO Rail (south side) near joint
RSSW Rail (south side) near switch
TNSW Tie (north side) near switch
TSJO Tie (south side) near joint
TSSW Tie (south side) near switch
BM1N Location on switch of main 1 (north side)
RM1N Rail on main 1 (north side)
TM1N Tie on main 1 (north side)
TM1S Tie on main 1 (south side)
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Site 1 measurement points
101 - On rail near101 - On rail near
hotbox detectorhotbox detector

001 - On rail near001 - On rail near
hotbox detectorhotbox detector

002 - On support of002 - On support of
hotbox detectorhotbox detector

004 - Near field joint004 - Near field joint
on railon rail

003 - On tie near003 - On tie near
hotbox detectorhotbox detector

005 - On rail on parallel005 - On rail on parallel
track (main 2)track (main 2)
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Site 2 measurement points

015 - On support of015 - On support of
switch electronicsswitch electronics

013 - On rail near joint013 - On rail near joint

014 – On tie near joint014 – On tie near joint

116 - On rail near switch116 - On rail near switch

117 – On tie near switch117 – On tie near switch

016 - On rail near016 - On rail near
switchswitch

017 – On tie near017 – On tie near
switchswitch
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Site 3 measurement points

020 - On rail020 - On rail
near switchnear switch

019 - On rail near019 - On rail near
switchswitch

019 - On019 - On
switch (Aswitch (A

point)point)

019 - On019 - On
switch (Bswitch (B

point)point)

019 - On tie near switch (B point)019 - On tie near switch (B point)

019 - On tie019 - On tie
near switch (Anear switch (A

point)point)
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Site 4 measurement points

021 - On rail021 - On rail
near jointnear joint

021 - On tie021 - On tie
near jointnear joint

022 – On rail near joint & switch022 – On rail near joint & switch

022 - On tie near joint & switch022 - On tie near joint & switch

122 - On tie122 - On tie
near jointnear joint
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Example measurements

train on northbound tracktrain on northbound track

train on southbound tracktrain on southbound track

train on express tracktrain on express track
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AgendaAgenda

•• Environmental testingEnvironmental testing
•• Application recapApplication recap
•• Current market trendsCurrent market trends

•• LMS Test.Lab EnvironmentalLMS Test.Lab Environmental
•• Product line status updateProduct line status update
•• A complete solutionA complete solution
•• Plenty of opportunitiesPlenty of opportunities

•• Selling the differentiatorsSelling the differentiators
•• Performance envelope – white spacePerformance envelope – white space
•• Competition – and how you can kill itCompetition – and how you can kill it
•• ConclusionConclusion

LMS Test.Lab Environmental
Agenda

Project goalProject goalProject goal
Process overviewProcess overviewProcess overview
Introduction to fatigueIntroduction to fatigueIntroduction to fatigue
Field data collectionField data collectionField data collection
Analysis procedure
Project conclusions

Test Tailoring in practice

More info onMore info on
http://www.arema.org/comm/c38/AREMA%20Vibration%20C38%20OCT09.ppthttp://www.arema.org/comm/c38/AREMA%20Vibration%20C38%20OCT09.ppt

Or just type Or just type ““lms alstomlms alstom”” in  in GoogleGoogle and follow the first and follow the first
hithit
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Results with Fatigue Damage Spectrum
LMS Mission Synthesis - MIL STD techniques

Comparison ofComparison of
AREMA class testAREMA class test

profiles with profileprofiles with profile
synthesized fromsynthesized from
fatigue damagefatigue damage

spectra of vibrationsspectra of vibrations
at at base of CIH 350base of CIH 350::

Limits: 0.1 – 10 g (Y)Limits: 0.1 – 10 g (Y)

Limits: 5 – 200 Hz (X)Limits: 5 – 200 Hz (X)

Test profile for longitudinal direction (X)Test profile for longitudinal direction (X)
Test profile for transverse direction (Y)Test profile for transverse direction (Y)

Test profile for vertical direction (Z)Test profile for vertical direction (Z)

Test profile for AREMA class ATest profile for AREMA class A
Test profile for AREMA class BTest profile for AREMA class B
Test profile for AREMA class CTest profile for AREMA class C
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Fatigue theory
- translated to railway equipment

This means that:This means that:
•• stresses stresses aboveabove the endurance limit can be accelerated (= time the endurance limit can be accelerated (= time

compressed) by increasing the levelcompressed) by increasing the level
•• stresses stresses belowbelow the endurance limit can  the endurance limit can notnot be accelerated as there is be accelerated as there is

no damage accumulation (increasing the level would shift stressesno damage accumulation (increasing the level would shift stresses
from below endurance limit to above endurance limit)from below endurance limit to above endurance limit)

Two stress levels:Two stress levels:
•• above theabove the

endurance limitendurance limit

•• below thebelow the
endurance limitendurance limit

log S

log N

Si

ni Ni

Wöhler curve

N Sb Ab. =

nk Nk

Sk
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nk
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Fatigue for the railroad environment

•• It is reasonable to assume that one cycle perIt is reasonable to assume that one cycle per
passing axle is an underestimation for thepassing axle is an underestimation for the
number of cycles, as every wheel will typicallynumber of cycles, as every wheel will typically
cause a vibration of multiple cycles with acause a vibration of multiple cycles with a
declining amplitudedeclining amplitude

•• The number of  passing wheels show that theThe number of  passing wheels show that the
railroad environment locates the number ofrailroad environment locates the number of
cycles above the endurance limitcycles above the endurance limit

??  Stress should always stay below endurance Stress should always stay below endurance
limit or only go above for isolated situationslimit or only go above for isolated situations
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Fatigue for the railroad environment

•• Estimate for the number of trains & axlesEstimate for the number of trains & axles
(wheels) passing at the measurement(wheels) passing at the measurement
locations:locations:
Based on data during measurementsBased on data during measurements

3.61x103.61x107732.932.9MI, MI, GordGord, MP 175.5, MP 175.5
7.96x107.96x1077214.2214.2NY, 2&5, Jackson (subway)NY, 2&5, Jackson (subway)

4.44x104.44x107719.019.0MI, Pavilion, MP 157.4MI, Pavilion, MP 157.4
9.88x109.88x107733.133.1MI, Schoolcraft, MP 146.8MI, Schoolcraft, MP 146.8

9.13x109.13x107734.634.6KS, Craig, MP 18.5, Main 2KS, Craig, MP 18.5, Main 2

1.09x101.09x108840.540.5KS, Craig, MP 18.5, Main 1KS, Craig, MP 18.5, Main 1

# of axles# of axles
/25 years/25 years

Average #Average #
trains/daytrains/day

LocationLocation
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Fatigue for the railroad environment

∑=∑=
i bA

b
iSin

i iN
inD data field

Miners rule

profileshaker D
k kN
kn

k bA

b
kSkn =∑=∑=

•• This means that the stress in theThis means that the stress in the
equipment needs to stay below theequipment needs to stay below the
endurance limit to have a lifeendurance limit to have a life
expectancy of 25 yearsexpectancy of 25 years

•• If the stress goes above theIf the stress goes above the
endurance limit the part will failendurance limit the part will fail
before 25 yearsbefore 25 years

Typical number of cycles that normalTypical number of cycles that normal
operation of freight/subway train systemoperation of freight/subway train system

generatesgenerates

log S

log N

Si

ni Ni

Wöhler curve

N Sb Ab. =

nk Nk

Sk

Sm

nk

Peak stress in structure is critical
for durability evaluation !
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Results from stress measurements

•• Highest stress measured on signal light by longitudinalHighest stress measured on signal light by longitudinal
(X, along the tracks) excitation:(X, along the tracks) excitation:

2.6x102.6x1077 Pa PaSouthboundSouthbound
8.7x108.7x1066 Pa PaExpressExpress
1.9x101.9x1077

  PaPaNorthboundNorthbound

•• One dominantly highest stress locationOne dominantly highest stress location
•• Top of lower block of three lights, near interfaceTop of lower block of three lights, near interface

with block abovewith block above
•• Consistent for NB, M & SB tracksConsistent for NB, M & SB tracks
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Field data for simulation or lab testing

•• Use of field data for simulation or replay onUse of field data for simulation or replay on
shaker table:shaker table:
•• The field data that was collected can be used forThe field data that was collected can be used for

simulation or lab testingsimulation or lab testing
•• However, long time series can require a longHowever, long time series can require a long

calculation time (simulation) or shaker time (replay)calculation time (simulation) or shaker time (replay)
•• Some sections of the time series are very low inSome sections of the time series are very low in

amplitude compared to other sectionsamplitude compared to other sections
For these reasons a compression procedure wasFor these reasons a compression procedure was

made to identify & remove the non-criticalmade to identify & remove the non-critical
sections based on amplitude & frequencysections based on amplitude & frequency
contentcontent
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Processing procedure

•• Compression of time signal:Compression of time signal:
•• Replace segments by short section of zero-signal ifReplace segments by short section of zero-signal if

they are marked non-dominant by the amplitude ORthey are marked non-dominant by the amplitude OR
frequency assessment steps:frequency assessment steps:

–– Dominant parts of signal for frequency orDominant parts of signal for frequency or
amplitude are keptamplitude are kept

–– there is a separation between each two dominantthere is a separation between each two dominant
segments that were not measured right behindsegments that were not measured right behind
each othereach other

•• Low pass filter with cutoff close to maximumLow pass filter with cutoff close to maximum
frequency (frequency (NyquistNyquist theorem for digital signal theorem for digital signal
processing = maximum frequency of signal has to beprocessing = maximum frequency of signal has to be
less than half the sample frequency)less than half the sample frequency)
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Processing procedure

Zero sectionZero section
replacing non-replacing non-

dominantdominant
segment ofsegment of

original timeoriginal time
seriesseries

Zero sectionZero section
separates twoseparates two

dominantdominant
sections thatsections that

originally wereoriginally were
not consecutivenot consecutive
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Processing procedure

•• Results:Results:
•• Results are organized per site per measurementResults are organized per site per measurement

pointpoint
•• One or more pictures of the measurement pointsOne or more pictures of the measurement points

accompany the data (details of measurementaccompany the data (details of measurement
locations are supplied in separate file)locations are supplied in separate file)

•• Format will be LMS TDF format & Format will be LMS TDF format & csvcsv file (excel file (excel
compatible)compatible)
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Suggestions for the future

Implementing a vibration based durability qualification test:Implementing a vibration based durability qualification test:
•• In field: Measure stress during real life severeIn field: Measure stress during real life severe

vibrations:vibrations:
−− Severe but real vibrations not always easy to generateSevere but real vibrations not always easy to generate
−− Difficult to combine different types of severe vibrationsDifficult to combine different types of severe vibrations
−− Difficult to measure stresses in real life situation withoutDifficult to measure stresses in real life situation without

disturbing normal operation of railwaydisturbing normal operation of railway
−− Repetition for each structure could be hard to implementRepetition for each structure could be hard to implement
−− A priori knowledge needed about critical points/zones ofA priori knowledge needed about critical points/zones of

structure or detailed measurements needed (can be obtainedstructure or detailed measurements needed (can be obtained
from known failures, destructive testing, computer simulations)from known failures, destructive testing, computer simulations)

•• Stress measurements can be done by means of strain gages,Stress measurements can be done by means of strain gages,
optical techniques, brittle lacquer,…optical techniques, brittle lacquer,…
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Suggestions for the future

Implementing a vibration based durability qualification test:Implementing a vibration based durability qualification test:
•• In lab: Replay severe vibrations & measure stress atIn lab: Replay severe vibrations & measure stress at

critical locationscritical locations
++ Freedom to replay time recording or equivalent frequency signalFreedom to replay time recording or equivalent frequency signal
++ More flexibility to combine different severe vibration cases inMore flexibility to combine different severe vibration cases in

short amount of timeshort amount of time
−− A priori knowledge needed about critical points/zones ofA priori knowledge needed about critical points/zones of

structure or detailed measurements needed (can be obtainedstructure or detailed measurements needed (can be obtained
from known failures, destructive testing, computer simulations)from known failures, destructive testing, computer simulations)

•• Stress measurements can be done by means of strain gages,Stress measurements can be done by means of strain gages,
optical techniques, brittle lacquer,…optical techniques, brittle lacquer,…
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Suggestions for the future

Implementing a vibration based durability qualification test:Implementing a vibration based durability qualification test:
•• On computer: Calculate stress for excitation based onOn computer: Calculate stress for excitation based on

field measurements, validate stress result with stressfield measurements, validate stress result with stress
measurement in operation (field or lab)measurement in operation (field or lab)

++ High flexibility to use standard, field data based, other excitationsHigh flexibility to use standard, field data based, other excitations
or combinations of excitationsor combinations of excitations

++ Covers all points of structure for evaluation most criticalCovers all points of structure for evaluation most critical
locationslocations

++ High flexibility to evaluate improvements/small changes/iterationsHigh flexibility to evaluate improvements/small changes/iterations
++ No a priori knowledge needed about critical points/zones ofNo a priori knowledge needed about critical points/zones of

structurestructure
++ Allows to evaluate “What if …?” casesAllows to evaluate “What if …?” cases
•• Needs a validation by comparing same situation in field/lab &Needs a validation by comparing same situation in field/lab &

calculation on computer (limited number of stresscalculation on computer (limited number of stress
measurements)measurements)
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Conclusion

•• Conclusions:Conclusions:
•• Significant time compression has been obtainedSignificant time compression has been obtained

allowing shorter calculation time (simulation) or testallowing shorter calculation time (simulation) or test
time (replay on shaker)time (replay on shaker)

•• Compressed time signal has not lost any frequencyCompressed time signal has not lost any frequency
or amplitude informationor amplitude information

•• A database with several sets of field data is nowA database with several sets of field data is now
availableavailable
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AgendaAgenda

•• Environmental testingEnvironmental testing
•• Application recapApplication recap
•• Current market trendsCurrent market trends

•• LMS Test.Lab EnvironmentalLMS Test.Lab Environmental
•• Product line status updateProduct line status update
•• A complete solutionA complete solution
•• Plenty of opportunitiesPlenty of opportunities

•• Selling the differentiatorsSelling the differentiators
•• Performance envelope – white spacePerformance envelope – white space
•• Competition – and how you can kill itCompetition – and how you can kill it
•• ConclusionConclusion

LMS Test.Lab Environmental
Agenda

Project goalProject goalProject goal
Process overviewProcess overviewProcess overview
Introduction to fatigueIntroduction to fatigueIntroduction to fatigue
Field data collectionField data collectionField data collection
Analysis procedureAnalysis procedureAnalysis procedure
Conclusions

Test Tailoring in practice

More info onMore info on
http://www.arema.org/comm/c38/AREMA%20Vibration%20C38%20OCT09.ppthttp://www.arema.org/comm/c38/AREMA%20Vibration%20C38%20OCT09.ppt

Or just type Or just type ““lms alstomlms alstom”” in  in GoogleGoogle and follow the first and follow the first
hithit
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Conclusion

•• A full and complete tailoring process for railroadA full and complete tailoring process for railroad
equipment has been executedequipment has been executed

•• End result may be different from initial expectationsEnd result may be different from initial expectations
•• End result is database to allow infinite-life validationEnd result is database to allow infinite-life validation
•• Database Database usefull usefull for concept refinement (CAE) and validationfor concept refinement (CAE) and validation

testtest

•• Apply tailoring techniques with engineering judgmentApply tailoring techniques with engineering judgment

Thank you Thank you 
for your attention!for your attention!
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How could be failures avoided ?

• More realistic evaluation of
environmental factors

• Analysis of occurrences and
distributions of environmental factors

• Consideration of environmental
conditions during design

• More representative tests

Why adress environmental engineering ?

77%
23 %

$ 2195M

$672M

Induced by
Environmental

factors

New design
New technologies

73 %
27 %

$ 490M

$ 182M

Major impact

(Source : Product Improvent MGT Info reports - 2QFY89)

ORIGIN of the
DEFICIENCIES

Sand and Dust
Low températures
High températures

Rain
Storage Conditions

Causes of failure on deployed systems

Minor Impact
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Early field failure causes

Causes of failure in early field
deployment

15% corresponding to the state of the art :
manufacturing and technologies deficiencies

85 % induced by :

• non respect of the specified LCEP

• insufficient consideration to product ergonomy
during development

• non application of the nominal procedure of use

Rate of failure

Calculated rate of failure

Time
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Actuation systems

Control electronics

Power stage
Miscel
laneous

Gyro
fuses

seeker

reliability

Handling

design

Not confirmed

manufacturing miscellaneous
aging

… missile source failures (origin : DGA )
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… avionic failures
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Taking into account the environment in a programme
development

 Consist in specifying, in defining and in
validating a product, at all the levels of its
technical and functional arborescence,
according to the conditions of employment
(Life Cycle Environmental Profile) expected for
this product.

Tailoring is one of the possible approaches to
realize the above tasks.
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Tailoring can be splitted different ways :
on a simple way , 4 steps

Life profile description
Environmental factors and values
characterization
Grouping and synthesizing
Deriving test severities

Taking into account the environment in a programme
development
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Life profile

Logistic

transportation

Free

Flight

Tactical

transport
Storage and logistic transportation

Rough road

 Step  1 
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Can be represented by a logigram
disclosing :

• What are the situations and how they s
are linked  :

- transportation,
- handling,
- storage,
- ...

• The number of occurence (amount of
times that a situation is realized)

Life profile

 Step  1 
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HandlingHandling

Life profile

 Step  1 
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TransportationTransportation

Life profile

 Step  1 
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StorageStorage

Step 1 : Life profile

 Step  1 
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Its duration

Its location

Type of handling, transportation

The environmental factors associatedwith

ItsIts  durationduration

ItsIts location location

Type of Type of handlinghandling, transportation, transportation

TheThe  environmentalenvironmental  factorsfactors  associatedassociatedwithwith

Each situation is defined by  :
 Step  1 

Step 1 : life profile
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Step 2: Characterization of the environmental factors associated with a
situation

On caractérise ensuite l’environnement rencontré dans chaque situationOn caractérise ensuite l’environnement rencontré dans chaque situation

MEASUREDMEASURED
Extracted from Data Base
Specific measurement
campaign

ESTIMATEDESTIMATED
modelling + eventual
specific tests
transfer function
data repertory

UNKNOWNUNKNOWN
fall back levels

             standard severities

REAL ENVIRONNEMENT

- climatic

- mechanical

- electrical

- other (NBC, ...)

REAL ENVIRONNEMENTREAL ENVIRONNEMENT

- climatic

- mechanical

- electrical

- other (NBC, ...)

 Step 2  
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A first group is made between events of a situation as a function of the
following elements:

• similar configurations of the equipment,
• similar functions and performances to be provided by the equipment,
• nature of approximately identical environments:
• stationary phases (ASD),
• periodic phases (sine),
• transient phases (shocks).

The selected environment is then calculated in each group
• For stationary phases, take:

• the arithmetic sum of fatigues representative of each event,
• the envelope of MRSs.

• For periodic phases, take:
• the arithmetic sum of fatigues representative of each event,
• the envelope of MRSs.

• For transient phases, take:
• the envelope of SRSs, if transients are independent,
• if successive transients are not independent, the SRS must be calculated on the entire time

signal.
Note:
For transients, the respective durations of the transients will be kept so that this 

duration is taken into account during the test.

Step 3 GROUPING OF EVENTS BY SITUATIONS 

 Step 3 
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Respect of phases
In general, the generation of severities will
respect the main phases of the equipment life
profile, for example for a missile.

• Logistics transport 
• Tactical carrier 
• Firing and ejection 
• Free flight

 

Step 3 Grouping of situations by phases 

 Step 3 
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Case 1: situations in series
Produce:

• the envelope of SRSs,
• the envelope of MRSs,
• the envelope of static accelerations,
• the sum of FDSs.

 
Case 2: situations in parallel at the same life profile level

Produce:
• the envelope of SRSs,
• the envelope of MRSs,
• the envelope of static accelerations,
• the envelope of FDSs.

The situations considered will be replaced by a situation characterised by
the results (SRS, FDS, ERS and static acceleration) described above.

Step 3 Calculation of synthesized environments 

 Step 3 
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CALCULATION FOR SAME EVENTS  BY  SITUATION

Air transportation

Rooling on runway

Take off

Flight up in altitude

Low altitude flight

Hight altitude flight

flight res plenishment

Landing

Random

Random

Random

Random

Random

Random+Periodic

Transient

SUM OF FATIGUES

ENVELOPE OF MRS

With time for each event

Fatigue and MRS

one SRS

Mechanical environment combination

Example 

 Step 3 
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Conservatism Factor: uncertainty coefficient 

•For a given distribution law and a given coefficient of variation, P0=f(mean R/mean E)

• the ratio k=mean R/mean E is called uncertainty coefficient

•There is a bi univocal relation between k and P0

=0P

 Step 2  
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Conservatism Factor : test factor

 Step 4  
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- summary of the environmental factors to be simulated on the
basis of the characterisations of the environmental factors
adopted, using the summarising methods specific to each factor;
any special effects caused by a combination of several
environmental factors must also be taken into account,
- transformation of the environment summary into a test severity by
consideration of :

(a) the test factor,
(b) the limits imposed by the test facilities (achievable
combination of environmental factors, evaluation criteria,
etc.),
(c) the operating procedures existing in the standards
(which ensure the repeatability of the tests),
(d) the state of the art with respect to simulation of the
environment concerned,

Step 4 : Choice of tests and their severities

 Step 4  
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Case : determining the captive flight levels
 For stationnary phases of the flight :

Vibration data was recorded on a recorder fitted in the aircraft
A PSD analysis was performed on the maximum stationnary time
history available : it resulted different number of averages , depending
the length of the stationnary phase

Sampling frequency : 9150 Hz
Resolution: 2.23 Hz
Bloc size : 4096
Overlap : 50%
Average type : linear
Window type : Hanning
Wondow correction: Energy
Weighting: linear
FFT : genuine

Thus a full set of PSD’s was computed for every flight manœuvre
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The dynamic pressure , q, taking compressibility into
account , was calculated using the formulae taken from
DEF STAN 00-35 (part 5) , chapter 8-02 , Draft D , where :
q1= 0.7.P.M2

With P = atmospheric pressure at specific altitude ( see ISO 2533)
M= Mach Number
q=fq1= dynamic pressure
Where compressibility factor :
F=1+M2/4+M4/40+M6/1600 (when M<1)

A trend analysis was conducted to determine the variation
of vibration level ( grms) with the flight parameters.

Case : determining the captive flight levels
for stationnary phases of the flight (Cont’d)
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Case : determining the captive flight levels
for stationnary phases of the flight (Cont’d)
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The maximum envelope of
all the PSD’s was computed
using the fifth power rule
(b=5):

Case of tailoring : determining the captive flight levels
for stationnary phases of the flight (Cont’d)

hPa

highest level
grms

b

G
G

t
t

1

1

2

2

1








=
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Case of tailoring : determining the captive flight levels
for stationnary phases of the flight (Cont’d)

The application of the above rule led to high level
duration at  each dynamic pressure , and finally to the
duration of application of the high level of PSD.
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At a beginning of a new program, the
standard severities should be used as much
as possible : it’s cheaper and quicker
The tailoring approach should be employed
when using standard severities appears as
non relevant
The tailoring approach relies on
Environmental Engineering Specialists

TAILORING versus approach based on STANDARD SEVERITIES
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Aging product considerations

The aging of the product is rarely considered by
specific validation tests during the product
qualification ( or design approval ) tests.
Some aspects such as vibration endurance are
generally part of the qualification tests.
The new technologies , more integrated, are
sometimes more sensitive to thermo-vibration
fatigue , that will have to be considered
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Conclusions

Tailoring approach isn’t a panacea : it has to be
carried out when it appears necessary , because
the use of standard severities is quicker and
cheaper
The application of tailoring approach relies on
Environmental Engineering specialists : they must
be prepared and must exerce on a regular basis (
knowledge of the tools and methodologies)  in
order to respond rapidly when the need  appears
 There is a need of integrating the emerging
european methodologies , and CEEES can play a
role for that.



“Highly accelerated degradation or
test tailoring”

A dialog presentation by
       Peter Eriksson

and
       Gunnar Ruding



CEEES, Bryssel 18 Feb 2005

”Experience of tailoring”
______________________________________________-

The title for our
presentation
might sound provocative.



CEEES, Bryssel 18 Feb 2005

”Experience of tailoring”
______________________________________________-

not to refuse the value of new accelerated
test methods,
but  might be that we could put

“the importance of the time factor”



CEEES, Bryssel 18 Feb 2005

”Experience of tailoring”
______________________________________________-

not only to test results in scientific work

but also in supplier - customer relation
for
environmental, quality and functional tests
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”Experience of tailoring”
______________________________________________-

    20 years back we learned:

• Tailoring a product to its life profile
environment

   is
• Developing a product in function of the life

profile environment
   to which the realized product will be subjected
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”Experience of tailoring”
______________________________________________-

Life cycle profile analyses
         with service functions and associated
         performances

         Situation characterization
         by environmental factors

         Environmental design
         based on environmental validation
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”Experience of tailoring”
______________________________________________-

    The customer expresses his “need” in a
technical specification (service to be furnished
by the product and expected life profile)

   The supplier responds  by design and validation
actions.(checking e.g. by numeric simulation by
experience -  failure during use – feed back
from the field etc.,  trying the justification of the
spec.).
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”Experience of tailoring”
______________________________________________-

The validation action is a test
The tests severity is limited by:

• The state of the art as to simulation in the considered
environment

• Existing standard procedures
• Lack of programs for numeric simulation and thus less

possibility for virtual tests.
• Resistance limit variability depending on the number

of  product specimen (compare safety factor)
• Limitations in the test facilities
• Combining environmental agents
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”Experience of tailoring”
______________________________________________-

Highly accelerated test
and    Robustness
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”Experience of tailoring”
______________________________________________-

What is ROBUSTNESS
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”Experience of tailoring”
______________________________________________-

Robustness:

Each exemplary of the realized product should
keep an optimal level all along its life in the
specified normal and extreme environment.
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”Experience of tailoring”
______________________________________________-

                Thus

WHAT ACTIONS?
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”Experience of tailoring”
______________________________________________-

    Actions:

• Appropriate tailoring ( including particular uncertainty factors
when  transforming specified environments into extreme
environments)

• Reduce product sensitivity to weariness  (observe materials
degradation and ageing)

• Control of the manufacturing process

   and so

    We meet the customer’s specification (“needs”) for specified
performances in the specified normal and extreme environment
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”Experience of tailoring”
______________________________________________-

    Actions:

• Appropriate tailoring ( including particular uncertainty factors
when  transforming specified environments into extreme
environments)

• Reduce product sensitivity to weariness  (observe materials
degradation and ageing)

• Control of the manufacturing process

   and so

    We meet the customer’s specification (“needs”) for specified
performances in the specified normal and extreme environment
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”Experience of tailoring”
______________________________________________-

          But
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”Experience of tailoring”
______________________________________________-

Why should we test in a way
whereby we  reduce the time
factor to such an extreme that we
do not test the normal and
extreme environment but an
impossible extreme by combining
unscientifically environmental
agents, causing unrealistic
degradation and wearness.
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”Experience of tailoring”
______________________________________________-

  We must stick to the requirement for repeatability
and be able in our test procedures to generate
repeatable results which is necessary not only in
scientific research but also in the relation
between supplier and customer who should be
able to surely rely on our test results.
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”Experience of tailoring”
______________________________________________-

  We have respect for highly accelerated tests and
the bath tube curve but still we might pronounce:

  Don’t be too sure.

                   T a i l o r i n g  !



Why Test Tailoring?

Back to the roots – looking
forward to future

Dr. Karl-Friedrich Ziegahn,

Fraunhofer ICT Germany



CEEES Seminar Brussels 2005
20 Years Experience of Tailoring in Environmental Testing

Tailoring – has it really been a success story?

After 20 years: Is tailoring widely accepted?

Is it the only way to heaven?

What do you expect today? Questions!
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20 Years Experience of Tailoring in Environmental Testing

Who is a tailor?

A man who prepares a suit which well fits to the individual
customer

What is a test?

Let‘s test it...

What is a test tailor?

He tailors a test according to the needs of the individual
customer

What is Test Tailoring?
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20 Years Experience of Tailoring in Environmental Testing

Challenges / Reservations

Who has enough knowledge to do the tailoring?

How can tailored tests be comparable?

How to specify it in a contract?

What to do if inexperienced managers have elaborated the contract?

What happens if a product is not used according to the tailored
conditions?

Who is responsible for the verification of the tailoring results?

Isn’t it very expensive?
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20 Years Experience of Tailoring in Environmental Testing

"After 21 Years do the Disadvantages of Test Tailoring Still Outweigh
the Advantages?
Dave Richards, SEE, Insys Ltd., UK

"Test Tailoring: Realistic Vibration Test Specifications Based on Field
Data Acquisition and Reliability-relevant Analysis"
Jan Debille,  LMS, Belgium

"A Practical Tailored Test / Design Problem: the Product
Specifications for Environmental Loads  - on Many Occasions You
Have only Limited Information and for Subsystems Nothing!“
Markku Juntunen, VTT, Finland

Some Answers Today:
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“Experience of Test Tailoring”
 Henri Grzeskowiak, ASTE, France

“Transfer from Product Specification to Test Specification for Military
Products”
Michel Holy,SSEE/ Werner Wittberger, Oerlekon Contraves, SSEE,
Switzerland

“Highly Accelerated Degradation or Test Tailoring”
Gunnar Ruding, Serment AB, SEES / Peter Eriksson Chalmers,
SEES
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The Efforts on Tailoring – a Matter of Tailoring

Tailoring efforts

Product complexity

Specific environmental conditions
Simple generic products
All types of environment

min

max

complex systems
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Development Tendencies in Environmental Testing
1920 and afterwards: Applied for
Telecommunication Facilities suitable for
Operations in the Tropes

Peenemünde and the War: Mechanical
Shock and Vibration Testing

Post-War Period: Fatigue Theory versus
Product Testing, Development of Complex
Simulation Programs

1980 and afterwards: Test Tailoring and
Scientific Understanding of Environmental
Effects
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20 Years Experience of Tailoring in Environmental Testing

Roots of Test Tailoring and Re-orientation

Escalation of costs
„Design to pass the test“
Increasing of test conditions
beyond all borders
Test programs unsuitable for new
areas of application (e. g.
automobile)

„Back to basics“: science and
engineering basics
Understand cause-and-effect
mechanisms
Orientation on the life-cycle
Analysis of real environmental
conditions
Justification of the test
conditions
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20 Years Experience of Tailoring in Environmental Testing

Intentions of Test Tailoring
Dispose old, outdated "cookbooks"

Link between the test conditions
and the real world

Technically justified and feasible
test conditions

Higher “brain” input before the test

Requires more know-how at the test
laboratory level
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20 Years Experience of Tailoring in Environmental Testing

Tasks of the Program Manager
Mission need statement

Operational requirements documentation

Systems engineering management plan

System threat assessment report

Test and evaluation master plan

Cost and operational effectiveness analysis
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Tasks of the Environmental Engineering Specialist
Environmental engineering management plan

Life cycle environmental profile

Operational environment documentation plan

Tailored environmental design / test requirements

Environmental test plans  / reports
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20 Years Experience of Tailoring in Environmental Testing

Tasks for the Design / Test Engineers and
Facility Operator

Engineering designs and specifications

Laboratory test methods

Natural environment field / fleet test facilities and procedures
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Test Tailoring means:

Systematically considering detrimental effects

that various environmental factors may have on

a specific materiel system

throughout its service life
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Aim of test tailoring

Designing systems that will

withstand the stresses of

climatic, shock and vibration environments that they

expect to see in their service lives
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Method of test tailoring
Test plan development is based on

- tailoring information,

- environmental stress data, and

- laboratory test methods.

The environmental data shall help to define environmental stresses that
materiel will encounter throughout its service life.

This will help engineers to tailor analyses and tests to specific materiel and
its defined life cycle
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20 Years Experience of Tailoring in Environmental Testing

Steps of test tailoring
Define environmental

- stress sequences,
- durations, and
- levels

Develop analysis and test criteria tailored to the materiel and its
environmental life cycle
Evaluate materiel performance when exposed to a life cycle of
environmental stresses
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20 Years Experience of Tailoring in Environmental Testing

Steps of test tailoring (2)
Identify deficiencies, shortcomings, and defects in

- materiel design,
- materials,
- manufacturing processes,
- packaging techniques, and
- maintenance methods
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20 Years Experience of Tailoring in Environmental Testing

Understanding damage mechanisms –
the holistic approach
Examples:

Fick´s diffusion law: Heat
conduction and material transport
Arrhenius principles: Velocity of
chemical reactions
Planck´ s radiation law: heat
radiation
Wöhler’s principle: Fatigue of
materials
Miner’s principle: damage
accumulation  hypothesis

Levels of consideration:

Product, part, component level
Material level
Macroscopic level
Macro morphologic level
Micro morphologic level
Molecular level
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20 Years Experience of Tailoring in Environmental Testing

Focusing on the essential: Fast results
Limited test program duration

Big number of test items
simultaneously using large testing
equipment

Only specific sectors of the life cycle
are considered

Simultaneous load application  in
complex testing facilities

Cancellation of tests and / or follow-
up examination
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20 Years Experience of Tailoring in Environmental Testing

Time-compressed in the blind alley?
Comprehensive wish for pragmatic
and affordable time compression

More severe test conditions do not
automatically lead towards time
compression

Risk faults which does not occur in
reality

Expensive misinterpretation of the
performance of the product
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20 Years Experience of Tailoring in Environmental Testing

Need for Ongoing Tailoring Efforts:
Example - Environmental  testing of airbag systems

Additional fittings (roof, A-, C- column, door, seat back,...)

New respectively modified gas generating agents

Multistage gas generators

Igniter types with reduced energy consumption

Hybrid generators, cold gas containers

New bag materials, new folding patterns (e.g. ring airbag)

Service life extension, unlimited operational usage time
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Test Tailoring is not…

Laissez-faire: do what you want
Arbitrarily chosen test procedures
Less severe test conditions as such
Simple cost-cutting
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Conclusions

Test Tailoring is an approach to avoid mistakes

Tailoring requires a huge amount of know-how

Tailoring has to be knoweledge besed

Tailoring is the first choice when testing complex systems in a well
defined environment
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Talking to Each Other – Experiences are Unbeatable...

Foundations:
•IES (1953)
•GUS (1969)
•CEEES (1984)

Objectives:
Dialogue between 

users and 
manufacturers
Information exchange
Know-how transfer
„Reasonable“ tests
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VTT TECHNICAL RESEARCH CENTRE OF FINLAND

"A practical tailored test/design problem:
the product specifications for

environmental loads  - on many occasions
you have only limited information

and for subsystems nothing”

Markku Juntunen
KOTEL, Finland
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18.2.2005 

Goal

•Discussion of some practical
experiences and current views

3



VTT TECHNICAL RESEARCH CENTRE OF FINLAND

18.2.2005 

“Playground”: a problem set-up

2

SUBSTURCTURE

EQUIPMENT
- subsystems

DURABILITY?
- specifications
- COTS

ENVIRONMENT?
- real-life/ std. tests
- end user, statistics

ISOLATOR

DESIGN?
- early stage
- simulation

NEW PRODUCT



VTT TECHNICAL RESEARCH CENTRE OF FINLAND

18.2.2005 

“The Players”

2

CUSTOMER

SUB-CONTRACTOR

TESTING FACILITIES

STANDARDS
MANUFACTURER

DESIGN TOOLS

END USER

EXPERTS

CONSULT



VTT TECHNICAL RESEARCH CENTRE OF FINLAND

18.2.2005 

BUT IS IT TOO COMPLICATED TO BE
EFFICIENT?

2

TAILORING IS AN ANSWER?

IS IT TOO DIFFICULT TO BE
ECONOMICAL?

WHICH OF TAILORING AND ANALYSIS
PROCESS DO WE USE?
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18.2.2005 

CAN WE MAKE IT SIMPLER?

2

Environmental Test Tailoring
Management Plan

Environmental Life Cycle Profile

Environmental Condition
Identification

Derivation of Test Specifications
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18.2.2005 

BUT TAILORING IS ONLY A PART OF
THE GAME?

• ISN’T THE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
THE KEY ISSUE?

• THE BOSS SHOULD UNDERSTAND US,
TOO?

• HOW TO PUT THE TAILORING INTO THE
LARGER PICTURE?

3
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COULD THIS WORK?

37

PRODUCT
LIFE-CYCLE

REQUIREMENT DESIGN

VERIFICATION

- methodology
- integration
- base and structure for co-
operation

Control of reliability with life-cycle management
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18.2.2005 

YOU COULD DO IT VIRTUALLY?

SIMULATION GETTING REALLY COST-
EFFICIENT?

4THIS IS GOOD NEWS?!

YOU WOULD NEED REAL EXPERTS IN
TESTING AND VERIFICATION?

WOULDN’T IT BE FUN?
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TransferTransfer fromfrom productproduct specifcationspecifcation to testto test
specificationspecification forfor militarymilitary productsproducts

Michel Holy & Werner Wittberger SSEE / OCAG
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TransferTransfer fromfrom productproduct specifcationspecifcation to testto test specificationspecification forfor militarymilitary productsproducts

czww, SEQ, 16.2.2005; © 2004 Oerlikon Contraves AG, Zürich/Switzerland

Skyshield
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TransferTransfer fromfrom productproduct specifcationspecifcation to testto test specificationspecification forfor militarymilitary productsproducts
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Requirement Verification Matrix from
product specification

XTransportability3.2.7

XLightning Protection3.2.6.13

XElectromagnetic
Susceptibility

3.2.6.12

XShock3.2.6.11.2

XVibration3.2.6.11.1

XVibration and Shock3.2.6.11

XFungus3.2.6.10

XSnow Load3.2.6.9

XWind Speed3.2.6.8

XCorrosion Resistance3.2.6.7

XRain3.2.6.6

XSand and Dust3.2.6.5

XSolar Radiation3.2.6.4

XStorage or Transport3.2.6.3.2

XOperation3.2.6.3.1

XAltitude3.2.6.3

XStorage or Transport3.2.6.2.2

TestInspectionDemonstratio
n

Analysis

QualificationN/ATitleChapter
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TransferTransfer fromfrom productproduct specifcationspecifcation to testto test specificationspecification forfor militarymilitary productsproducts

czww, SEQ, 16.2.2005; © 2004 Oerlikon Contraves AG, Zürich/Switzerland

FCU
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TransferTransfer fromfrom productproduct specifcationspecifcation to testto test specificationspecification forfor militarymilitary productsproducts
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Compliance List (part 1)

4X
Distances and
Cable Lengths

3.2.1.3.1.1

3XTransport3.2.1.2

2bcStorage Capability3.2.1.1.1

1a,dStorage Analysis3.2.1.1.1

Sequential
Number for

Sorting

T
est
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sp

ectio
n
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em
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n
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n

A
n

alysis

T
est

In
sp

ectio
n

D
em

o
n

strati
o

n

A
n

alysis

R
em

arks

Title
Paragraph

Number

AcceptanceQualification

Based on DF 800 466 GVI.doc

Skydor 35 FCU: Verification Matrix for Product Specification
DF 800 466 V
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Compliance List (part 2)

25.-
28.11.01

passed
DF 809 851
AV A

DF 809 850
AV A

SetupCEAA / AN

23.11.2001passed
DF 809 851
AV A

DF 809 850
AV A

Phys.
Char.

CEAA / AN

31.10.2001passed
DF 809 863
AV A

DF 809 862
AV B

Phys.
Char.

BEAA / AN

N/ApassedDF 809 869
AV B....

Phys.
Char.

BEAA / AN
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ep
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rt

N
u

m
b

er

T
est

P
ro

ced
u

re
N

u
m
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er

Test Date

T
est

S
tatu

s
/R

em
arks

Product Specification
Verification

T
est

G
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u
p

T
est

S
tate

R
esp

o
n

sib
le
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TransferTransfer fromfrom productproduct specifcationspecifcation to testto test specificationspecification forfor militarymilitary productsproducts

czww, SEQ, 16.2.2005; © 2004 Oerlikon Contraves AG, Zürich/Switzerland

Experiance with test tailoring
(lessons learnt 1)

! Review product specification carefully, tailoring is usually no
problem unless the values are given to the customer as a
specified value ! Re-testing is expensive !

! The availability of the material to be tested is important. Use
other material for exhibitions and presentations. Don‘t mix.

! If the material has reached a high level of integration, an
overall test will be cost effective compared with several
subassembly tests (vibration: tools & time).

! Be aware that early feedback is essential, when orders are on
hand (start of production and the finishing of verification /
qualification are working in the opposite direction).
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Experiance with test tailoring
(lessons learnt 2)

! Don‘t underestimate time and costs !

! Use company - Know How and search for extern advice.

! Be aware that the market & requirements are changing.
Special Know How disappears, when staff members get
retired.



MIL-STD-961D

Parag. A.4.5

Stipulates Cross-referencing of requirements and
verifications.

In Section 3 (Requirements):
each requirement should be cross-referenced to the
associated verification.

Environmental conditions have to be specified as
requirements as a part of section 3
(Where applicable, it specifies whether the system will
be required to withstand, or be protected against,
specified environmental conditions).

Under 6.4 Tailoring, a guidance is given

"To ensure proper application of this standard,
invitations for bids, requests for proposals, and
contractual statements of work should tailor the
requirements in section 4 (Verification) and 5
(Packaging) of this standard to exclude any unnecessary
requirements.



STANAG 2895

Climatic Conditions Realisation
A1 Extreme hot dry
A2 Hot dry
A3 Intermediate

B1 Wet warm
B2 Wet hot
B3 Humid hot costal desert

C0 Mild cold
C1 Intermediate cold

Fully operability

C2 Cold Operability with special kit
or protection measures

C3 Severe cold
C4 Extreme cold

Operability not required



Product Idea Using Profile

VERIFICATION
(TEST)

Real
Environment

Physical Basics

Specification

Physical
Basics

Standards

Standards Regulations



Climatic Conditions Warm-Hot Category A1, A2, A3 of STANAG 2895

Parameter Using PhaseManufa
cturing Shipment Use Storage

Temperature
highest value

71 °C 49 °C 71 °C

Temperatur
lowest value

lowest
Air Density

see ‘Use’ 1.070 kg/m3 at 1000 m above sea level
and lowest ever measured air pressure
at these altitude

see ‘Use’

Humidity regarding Transportation, the
existing relative humidity depends
extremely of the packaging
conditions.

relative humidity of 78 to 3 % regarding storage, the existing relative
humidity depends extremely on the
packaging conditions.

Wind velocity highest wind velocity : 25 m/sec.
Gust:
duration 60 30 10 sec.
G- factor 1.25 1.33 1.45
W. velocity: 63 67 73 km/h

highest wind velocity: 14 m/sec.
Gust:
duration 60 30 10 sec.
G.- factor 1.25 1.33 1.45
W. velocity: 63 67 73 km/h

Solar
Radiation
highest value

see ‘Use’ 1120 W/m2 The influence of the
temperature at the external skin of the
System, resulting from the balance
between response of materiel to solar
radiation and radiation from this
materiel, gives approximately a
temperature rise of 20 °C for the usual
colours .



Climatic Conditions- Wet warm Category B1, B2, of STANAG 2895
Parameter Using Phasemanufa

cturing Shipment Use Storage
Temperature
highest value

see ‘Storage’ temp. range: 26 to 35 °°°°C
rel. humidity: 100 to 74 %
abs. humidity: 22.68 to 26.64 g/kg

temp. range: 30 to 63 °°°°C
rel. humidity: 75 to 19 %
abs. humidity: see under ‘Use’

Temperature
lowest value

Humidity regarding transportation, the
existing relative humidity depends
extremely on the packaging
conditions.
The absolute value varies
between22.68 and 26.64 g/kg

see under ‘Temperature’ see under ‘Temperature’

Climatic Conditions Cold Category C0, C1 of STANAG 2895
Parameter Using PhaseManufa

cturing Shipment Use Storage
Temperature
highest value

Temperature
lowest value

- 33 °°°°C - 32 °°°°C - 33 °°°°C

Humidity see ‘Use’ The rel. humidity is near to saturation
but the abs. humidity is very low.

see ‘Use’

Highest Air
Density

see ‘Use’ 1.38 kg/m3. at the highest measured
pressure at sea level

see ‘Use’



Climatic Conditions Cold Category C2 of STANAG 2895
Parameter Using PhaseManufa

cturing Shipment Use Storeage
Temperature
highest value

Temperature
lowest value

- 46 °°°°C - 46 °°°°C - 46 °°°°C

Humidity see ‘Use’ The rel. humidity is near to saturation
but the abs. humidity is very low.

see ‘Use’

Highest Air
Density

see ‘Use’ 1.38 kg/m3 at the highest measured
pressure at sea level.

see ‘Use’



Additional Environmental Conditions
Parameter Using PhaseManufactu

ring Shipment Use Storage
Sand / Dust
Particle
Diameter

Concentration

Protections are to be foreseen
40 µµµµm

1 g/m3

Rain
Quantity

Direction of
Impact

Protections are to be foreseen. ≤≤≤≤ 1.8 mm/min

on roof and side walls

Snow - Load Protections are to be foreseen. ≤≤≤≤ 100 kg/m2

Ice careful design to avoid ice bridges

Hail
Particle
Diameter

Protections are to be foreseen. ≤≤≤≤ 25 mm
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TransferTransfer fromfrom productproduct specifcationspecifcation to testto test
specificationspecification forfor militarymilitary productsproducts

Michel Holy & Werner Wittberger SSEE / OCAG
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TransferTransfer fromfrom productproduct specifcationspecifcation to testto test specificationspecification forfor militarymilitary productsproducts
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Skyshield
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Requirement Verification Matrix from
product specification

XTransportability3.2.7

XLightning Protection3.2.6.13

XElectromagnetic
Susceptibility

3.2.6.12

XShock3.2.6.11.2

XVibration3.2.6.11.1

XVibration and Shock3.2.6.11

XFungus3.2.6.10

XSnow Load3.2.6.9

XWind Speed3.2.6.8

XCorrosion Resistance3.2.6.7

XRain3.2.6.6

XSand and Dust3.2.6.5

XSolar Radiation3.2.6.4

XStorage or Transport3.2.6.3.2

XOperation3.2.6.3.1

XAltitude3.2.6.3

XStorage or Transport3.2.6.2.2

TestInspectionDemonstratio
n

Analysis

QualificationN/ATitleChapter
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FCU
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Compliance List (part 1)

4X
Distances and
Cable Lengths

3.2.1.3.1.1

3XTransport3.2.1.2

2bcStorage Capability3.2.1.1.1

1a,dStorage Analysis3.2.1.1.1

Sequential
Number for

Sorting
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Title
Paragraph

Number

AcceptanceQualification

Based on DF 800 466 GVI.doc

Skydor 35 FCU: Verification Matrix for Product Specification
DF 800 466 V
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Compliance List (part 2)

25.-
28.11.01

passed
DF 809 851
AV A

DF 809 850
AV A

SetupCEAA / AN

23.11.2001passed
DF 809 851
AV A

DF 809 850
AV A

Phys.
Char.

CEAA / AN

31.10.2001passed
DF 809 863
AV A

DF 809 862
AV B

Phys.
Char.

BEAA / AN

N/ApassedDF 809 869
AV B....

Phys.
Char.

BEAA / AN
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Experiance with test tailoring
(lessons learnt 1)

! Review product specification carefully, tailoring is usually no
problem unless the values are given to the customer as a
specified value ! Re-testing is expensive !

! The availability of the material to be tested is important. Use
other material for exhibitions and presentations. Don‘t mix.

! If the material has reached a high level of integration, an
overall test will be cost effective compared with several
subassembly tests (vibration: tools & time).

! Be aware that early feedback is essential, when orders are on
hand (start of production and the finishing of verification /
qualification are working in the opposite direction).
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Experiance with test tailoring
(lessons learnt 2)

! Don‘t underestimate time and costs !

! Use company - Know How and search for extern advice.

! Be aware that the market & requirements are changing.
Special Know How disappears, when staff members get
retired.



MIL-STD-961D

Parag. A.4.5

Stipulates Cross-referencing of requirements and
verifications.

In Section 3 (Requirements):
each requirement should be cross-referenced to the
associated verification.

Environmental conditions have to be specified as
requirements as a part of section 3
(Where applicable, it specifies whether the system will
be required to withstand, or be protected against,
specified environmental conditions).

Under 6.4 Tailoring, a guidance is given

"To ensure proper application of this standard,
invitations for bids, requests for proposals, and
contractual statements of work should tailor the
requirements in section 4 (Verification) and 5
(Packaging) of this standard to exclude any unnecessary
requirements.



STANAG 2895

Climatic Conditions Realisation
A1 Extreme hot dry
A2 Hot dry
A3 Intermediate

B1 Wet warm
B2 Wet hot
B3 Humid hot costal desert

C0 Mild cold
C1 Intermediate cold

Fully operability

C2 Cold Operability with special kit
or protection measures

C3 Severe cold
C4 Extreme cold

Operability not required



Product Idea Using Profile

VERIFICATION
(TEST)

Real
Environment

Physical Basics

Specification

Physical
Basics

Standards

Standards Regulations



Climatic Conditions Warm-Hot Category A1, A2, A3 of STANAG 2895

Parameter Using PhaseManufa
cturing Shipment Use Storage

Temperature
highest value

71 °C 49 °C 71 °C

Temperatur
lowest value

lowest
Air Density

see ‘Use’ 1.070 kg/m3 at 1000 m above sea level
and lowest ever measured air pressure
at these altitude

see ‘Use’

Humidity regarding Transportation, the
existing relative humidity depends
extremely of the packaging
conditions.

relative humidity of 78 to 3 % regarding storage, the existing relative
humidity depends extremely on the
packaging conditions.

Wind velocity highest wind velocity : 25 m/sec.
Gust:
duration 60 30 10 sec.
G- factor 1.25 1.33 1.45
W. velocity: 63 67 73 km/h

highest wind velocity: 14 m/sec.
Gust:
duration 60 30 10 sec.
G.- factor 1.25 1.33 1.45
W. velocity: 63 67 73 km/h

Solar
Radiation
highest value

see ‘Use’ 1120 W/m2 The influence of the
temperature at the external skin of the
System, resulting from the balance
between response of materiel to solar
radiation and radiation from this
materiel, gives approximately a
temperature rise of 20 °C for the usual
colours .



Climatic Conditions- Wet warm Category B1, B2, of STANAG 2895
Parameter Using Phasemanufa

cturing Shipment Use Storage
Temperature
highest value

see ‘Storage’ temp. range: 26 to 35 °°°°C
rel. humidity: 100 to 74 %
abs. humidity: 22.68 to 26.64 g/kg

temp. range: 30 to 63 °°°°C
rel. humidity: 75 to 19 %
abs. humidity: see under ‘Use’

Temperature
lowest value

Humidity regarding transportation, the
existing relative humidity depends
extremely on the packaging
conditions.
The absolute value varies
between22.68 and 26.64 g/kg

see under ‘Temperature’ see under ‘Temperature’

Climatic Conditions Cold Category C0, C1 of STANAG 2895
Parameter Using PhaseManufa

cturing Shipment Use Storage
Temperature
highest value

Temperature
lowest value

- 33 °°°°C - 32 °°°°C - 33 °°°°C

Humidity see ‘Use’ The rel. humidity is near to saturation
but the abs. humidity is very low.

see ‘Use’

Highest Air
Density

see ‘Use’ 1.38 kg/m3. at the highest measured
pressure at sea level

see ‘Use’



Climatic Conditions Cold Category C2 of STANAG 2895
Parameter Using PhaseManufa

cturing Shipment Use Storeage
Temperature
highest value

Temperature
lowest value

- 46 °°°°C - 46 °°°°C - 46 °°°°C

Humidity see ‘Use’ The rel. humidity is near to saturation
but the abs. humidity is very low.

see ‘Use’

Highest Air
Density

see ‘Use’ 1.38 kg/m3 at the highest measured
pressure at sea level.

see ‘Use’



Additional Environmental Conditions
Parameter Using PhaseManufactu

ring Shipment Use Storage
Sand / Dust
Particle
Diameter

Concentration

Protections are to be foreseen
40 µµµµm

1 g/m3

Rain
Quantity

Direction of
Impact

Protections are to be foreseen. ≤≤≤≤ 1.8 mm/min

on roof and side walls

Snow - Load Protections are to be foreseen. ≤≤≤≤ 100 kg/m2

Ice careful design to avoid ice bridges

Hail
Particle
Diameter

Protections are to be foreseen. ≤≤≤≤ 25 mm
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Skyshield
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Requirement Verification Matrix from
product specification

XTransportability3.2.7

XLightning Protection3.2.6.13

XElectromagnetic
Susceptibility

3.2.6.12

XShock3.2.6.11.2

XVibration3.2.6.11.1

XVibration and Shock3.2.6.11

XFungus3.2.6.10

XSnow Load3.2.6.9

XWind Speed3.2.6.8

XCorrosion Resistance3.2.6.7

XRain3.2.6.6

XSand and Dust3.2.6.5

XSolar Radiation3.2.6.4

XStorage or Transport3.2.6.3.2

XOperation3.2.6.3.1

XAltitude3.2.6.3

XStorage or Transport3.2.6.2.2

TestInspectionDemonstratio
n

Analysis

QualificationN/ATitleChapter
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Compliance List (part 1)

4X
Distances and
Cable Lengths

3.2.1.3.1.1

3XTransport3.2.1.2

2bcStorage Capability3.2.1.1.1

1a,dStorage Analysis3.2.1.1.1

Sequential
Number for

Sorting

T
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R
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Paragraph

Number

AcceptanceQualification

Based on DF 800 466 GVI.doc

Skydor 35 FCU: Verification Matrix for Product Specification
DF 800 466 V
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Compliance List (part 2)

25.-
28.11.01

passed
DF 809 851
AV A

DF 809 850
AV A

SetupCEAA / AN

23.11.2001passed
DF 809 851
AV A

DF 809 850
AV A

Phys.
Char.

CEAA / AN

31.10.2001passed
DF 809 863
AV A

DF 809 862
AV B

Phys.
Char.

BEAA / AN

N/ApassedDF 809 869
AV B....

Phys.
Char.

BEAA / AN
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Experiance with test tailoring
(lessons learnt 1)

! Review product specification carefully, tailoring is usually no
problem unless the values are given to the customer as a
specified value ! Re-testing is expensive !

! The availability of the material to be tested is important. Use
other material for exhibitions and presentations. Don‘t mix.

! If the material has reached a high level of integration, an
overall test will be cost effective compared with several
subassembly tests (vibration: tools & time).

! Be aware that early feedback is essential, when orders are on
hand (start of production and the finishing of verification /
qualification are working in the opposite direction).
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Experiance with test tailoring
(lessons learnt 2)

! Don‘t underestimate time and costs !

! Use company - Know How and search for extern advice.

! Be aware that the market & requirements are changing.
Special Know How disappears, when staff members get
retired.



MIL-STD-961D

Parag. A.4.5

Stipulates Cross-referencing of requirements and
verifications.

In Section 3 (Requirements):
each requirement should be cross-referenced to the
associated verification.

Environmental conditions have to be specified as
requirements as a part of section 3
(Where applicable, it specifies whether the system will
be required to withstand, or be protected against,
specified environmental conditions).

Under 6.4 Tailoring, a guidance is given

"To ensure proper application of this standard,
invitations for bids, requests for proposals, and
contractual statements of work should tailor the
requirements in section 4 (Verification) and 5
(Packaging) of this standard to exclude any unnecessary
requirements.



STANAG 2895

Climatic Conditions Realisation
A1 Extreme hot dry
A2 Hot dry
A3 Intermediate

B1 Wet warm
B2 Wet hot
B3 Humid hot costal desert

C0 Mild cold
C1 Intermediate cold

Fully operability

C2 Cold Operability with special kit
or protection measures

C3 Severe cold
C4 Extreme cold

Operability not required



Product Idea Using Profile

VERIFICATION
(TEST)

Real
Environment

Physical Basics

Specification

Physical
Basics

Standards

Standards Regulations



Climatic Conditions Warm-Hot Category A1, A2, A3 of STANAG 2895

Parameter Using PhaseManufa
cturing Shipment Use Storage

Temperature
highest value

71 °C 49 °C 71 °C

Temperatur
lowest value

lowest
Air Density

see ‘Use’ 1.070 kg/m3 at 1000 m above sea level
and lowest ever measured air pressure
at these altitude

see ‘Use’

Humidity regarding Transportation, the
existing relative humidity depends
extremely of the packaging
conditions.

relative humidity of 78 to 3 % regarding storage, the existing relative
humidity depends extremely on the
packaging conditions.

Wind velocity highest wind velocity : 25 m/sec.
Gust:
duration 60 30 10 sec.
G- factor 1.25 1.33 1.45
W. velocity: 63 67 73 km/h

highest wind velocity: 14 m/sec.
Gust:
duration 60 30 10 sec.
G.- factor 1.25 1.33 1.45
W. velocity: 63 67 73 km/h

Solar
Radiation
highest value

see ‘Use’ 1120 W/m2 The influence of the
temperature at the external skin of the
System, resulting from the balance
between response of materiel to solar
radiation and radiation from this
materiel, gives approximately a
temperature rise of 20 °C for the usual
colours .



Climatic Conditions- Wet warm Category B1, B2, of STANAG 2895
Parameter Using Phasemanufa

cturing Shipment Use Storage
Temperature
highest value

see ‘Storage’ temp. range: 26 to 35 °°°°C
rel. humidity: 100 to 74 %
abs. humidity: 22.68 to 26.64 g/kg

temp. range: 30 to 63 °°°°C
rel. humidity: 75 to 19 %
abs. humidity: see under ‘Use’

Temperature
lowest value

Humidity regarding transportation, the
existing relative humidity depends
extremely on the packaging
conditions.
The absolute value varies
between22.68 and 26.64 g/kg

see under ‘Temperature’ see under ‘Temperature’

Climatic Conditions Cold Category C0, C1 of STANAG 2895
Parameter Using PhaseManufa

cturing Shipment Use Storage
Temperature
highest value

Temperature
lowest value

- 33 °°°°C - 32 °°°°C - 33 °°°°C

Humidity see ‘Use’ The rel. humidity is near to saturation
but the abs. humidity is very low.

see ‘Use’

Highest Air
Density

see ‘Use’ 1.38 kg/m3. at the highest measured
pressure at sea level

see ‘Use’



Climatic Conditions Cold Category C2 of STANAG 2895
Parameter Using PhaseManufa

cturing Shipment Use Storeage
Temperature
highest value

Temperature
lowest value

- 46 °°°°C - 46 °°°°C - 46 °°°°C

Humidity see ‘Use’ The rel. humidity is near to saturation
but the abs. humidity is very low.

see ‘Use’

Highest Air
Density

see ‘Use’ 1.38 kg/m3 at the highest measured
pressure at sea level.

see ‘Use’



Additional Environmental Conditions
Parameter Using PhaseManufactu

ring Shipment Use Storage
Sand / Dust
Particle
Diameter

Concentration

Protections are to be foreseen
40 µµµµm

1 g/m3

Rain
Quantity

Direction of
Impact

Protections are to be foreseen. ≤≤≤≤ 1.8 mm/min

on roof and side walls

Snow - Load Protections are to be foreseen. ≤≤≤≤ 100 kg/m2

Ice careful design to avoid ice bridges

Hail
Particle
Diameter

Protections are to be foreseen. ≤≤≤≤ 25 mm
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